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(a) Features extracted by our proposed method and MTCF [39]
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Open-set semi-supervised learning (open-set SSL) investigates a challenging but practical scenario where out-ofdistribution (OOD) samples are contained in the unlabeled
data. While the mainstream technique seeks to completely
filter out the OOD samples for semi-supervised learning
(SSL), we propose a novel training mechanism that could
effectively exploit the presence of OOD data for enhanced
feature learning while avoiding its adverse impact on the
SSL. We achieve this goal by first introducing a warm-up
training that leverages all the unlabeled data, including
both the in-distribution (ID) and OOD samples. Specifically, we perform a pretext task that enforces our feature
extractor to obtain a high-level semantic understanding of
the training images, leading to more discriminative features that can benefit the downstream tasks. Since the OOD
samples are inevitably detrimental to SSL, we propose a
novel cross-modal matching strategy to detect OOD samples. Instead of directly applying binary classification [39],
we train the network to predict whether the data sample is
matched to an assigned one-hot class label. The appeal of
the proposed cross-modal matching over binary classification is the ability to generate a compatible feature space
that aligns with the core classification task. Extensive experiments show that our approach substantially lifts the
performance on open-set SSL and outperforms the state-ofthe-art by a large margin.
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Figure 1: t-SNE [26] visualization of image features extracted from CIFAR100 [20]. Images of the same category
are shown in the same color. (a) Features learned by our
method are more compact and cleaner than those learned
by MTCF [39]. (b) By leveraging OOD samples in the proposed pretext training, we have achieved more discriminative feature space than using ID samples only.
assume that labeled and unlabeled data share the same category space. However, this assumption is difficult to satisfy
since it still requires tedious efforts to confirm the purity of
the unlabeled data. Very recently, Yu et al. [39] proposed a
more realistic setting called open-set semi-supervised learning (open-set SSL). Open-set SSL considers a more challenging but practical scenario where outliers, that do not
belong to the categories of the labeled data, may exist in the
unlabeled data. Resolving the open-set SSL problem has
crucial practical meanings as it can significantly reduce the
workload of data preparation in the actual applications.

1. Introduction
“One man’s trash is another man’s treasure.”
– Hector Urquhart
Semi-supervised learning (SSL) provides an effective
way of leveraging massive unlabeled data to improve the
performance of deep neural network when only limited labeled samples are available. Most existing SSL methods

A straightforward approach to cope with the out-ofdistribution (OOD) samples is to completely remove them
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from the SSL training, as the prior works [28] have shown
that including OOD unlabeled data can severely impact the
performance of SSL. While there exist a diverse collection
of approaches for OOD sample detection, they typically require a large corpus of in-distribution (ID) data with class
labels. However, due to the scarcity of the labeled data
in SSL, the existing OOD detection methods would fail to
achieve satisfactory performance and are hence not suitable
to be deployed in the open-set SSL.

Second, we propose a more effective approach for detecting and filtering OOD samples based on a novel crossmodal matching mechanism. First of all, each unlabeled
sample is assigned the category with the highest predicted
probability of the model as a pseudo label. We then propose
a cross-modal matching head to infer whether the embedding of the image and its pseudo-label are matched. Once
trained, OOD samples can be screened out due to its low
confidence with all the ID categories. Unlike the binary
classification based OOD detection [39], the feature learning of cross-modal matching aligns well with that of the
target ID classification task, as both strive to achieve better discrimination between the image features of different
categories. We show in Figure 1(a) that our method can obtain features with much more compact and purified clusters
than that of [39]. Furthermore, we can effectively detect
ID samples with incorrect pseudo labels, also coded “hard”
samples, via cross-modal matching. This helps to further
improve the performance of the trained model since hard
samples could harm the model training especially at the
early stage when the prediction accuracy of pseudo labels
is relatively low. We propose an adaptive training mechanism which gradually involves more hard samples as the
model proceeds to achieve better performance.
Our proposed approach is a general training framework
that can be easily implemented into existing SSL methods.
We show that our method greatly improves the state-ofthe-art performance in extensive open-set semi-supervised
image recognition benchmarks including CIFAR-10 [20],
Animals-10, CIFAR-100, and TinyImageNet [22]. We summarize our contributions as follows:
• A novel training pipeline for open-set SSL that leverages the presence of OOD samples for enhanced feature learning while avoiding their adverse impact.
• A specially tailored warm-up training method that uses
self-supervised learning to boost the performance of
open-set SSL.
• A novel OOD and hard sample detection algorithm
based on cross-modal matching, which achieves compatible feature space with the target classification task.

In order to eliminate the influence of OOD samples, [39]
devises a multi-task curriculum framework (MTCF) with a
binary OOD classification head that strives to filter out all
the OOD samples. The classification of in-distribution (ID)
samples and the detection of OOD samples are unified into
a joint optimization framework, where unlabeled samples
with lower OOD scores will be gradually added for semisupervised training. However, the proposed binary OOD
classification task and the ID classification have conflicting
goals in terms of feature learning. Specifically, the training
of OOD detection aims to cluster all ID samples (regardless
of their categories) into one category (i.e., ID data) while
the task of ID classification tends to enhance the category
discrimination between ID samples. Unifying the contradictory optimization goals into one framework that shares a
backbone network could compromise the final performance
and increase the difficulty of training.
In this paper, we present a novel training framework for
open-set SSL that can effectively exploit the presence of
OOD data for enhanced feature learning while avoiding its
adverse impact to the SSL. First, instead of completely discarding the OOD data, we introduce a warm-up training that
makes full use of all the unlabeled data, including the OOD
samples, to enhance the representation learning of our backbone network. Unlike the conventional pre-training, our
warm-up training performs a pretext task that deviates from
the target application. In particular, we ask the network to
predict the rotation of the rotationally augmented data in a
self-supervised manner. This enforces our backbone model
to obtain high-level semantic understanding of the images
and hence leads to more discriminative features that could
benefit the downstream applications, e.g. the classification
task. Particularly, as shown in Figure 1(b), OOD samples,
which are outliers in SSL algorithms, turn out to be treasures that can enhance feature learning when fully utilized
in the proposed self-supervised pretext training. The idea of
leveraging self-supervised techniques for boosting the performance of semi-supervised learning has been shown effective in the previous work [41]. However, it is only verified in the traditional SSL, where the unlabeled data share
the same category space with the labeled ones. We are the
first to investigate this idea in the open-set setting and show
that the self-supervised auxiliary task could be beneficial to
open-set SSL with properly designed training strategy.

• New state-of-the-art performance on open-set SSL
over extensive benchmarks including CIFAR-10,
CIFAR-100, TinyImageNet, and Animals-10.

2. Related Works
Semi-Supervised Learning.
Semi-supervised learning (SSL) generally refers to a series of methods that aim to
use both labeled and unlabeled data from the similar distribution for model training. There are a vast number of classic
works on SSL across various disciplines [16, 5, 17]. Among
them, semi-supervised image classification has been a longterm and extensive research topic. The most classic solution
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for the SSL problem is self-training, which iteratively enlarges the labeled set via guessing labels of unknown samples. We refer interested readers to [35] for a detailed survey. Other techniques including co-training [3], label propagation [31] and graphical model are also widely used in
this task [43, 36, 1, 13].
Benefiting from deep learning, breakthrough achievements have been achieved in SSL. Traditional semisupervised techniques are re-implemented with deep CNN,
such as self-labeling [35], multi-view training [30, 8], label propagation [15] and graph-based method [18]. These
methods focus on assigning pseudo hard/soft labels to unknown samples or clustering samples with similar semantics. Considering the sample density is low nearby the decision boundary, a training sample is assumed to share the
same label with a synthesized sample close to it. Motivated by this intuition, consistency regularization can be
exerted to spread labels of known samples and confident
predictions of unknown samples. In [21], two models including π-model and temporal ensembling model are proposed to regularize the predictions on two different augmentations of a training sample. Unlike the temporal ensembling model which averages the prediction in every iteration, the mean teacher [34] aggregates model weights
through the exponential moving average. MixMatch [2] introduces mixup [42] to explore inter-class relations in SSL.
[37, 33] employ two variants of augmentations and propagate the prediction of the weakly augmented image to the
strongly augmented counterpart. Most of the mainstream
SSL algorithms mentioned above are based on the assumption that the labeled and unlabeled samples share the category space. We break this assumption and focus on the new
setting of open-set SSL.

ference caused by OOD samples in the process of open-set
SSL. In this paper, rotation recognition is introduced as an
auxiliary task to make full usage of all samples including
OOD samples for feature representation enhancement.
Open-set Semi-supervised Learning.
Recently, researchers have gradually focused on settling the open-set
SSL problem. [6] proposes to solve the problem in which
the categories of labeled and unlabeled samples are not
completely matched. In [39], the concept of open-set SSL is
put forward for the first time. With the help of a binary OOD
classifier, a curriculum framework is proposed to solve this
problem. We argue that the OOD classification does not
benefit to learn discriminative feature representations for
the core category recognition task but actually have conflicting targets with the target category classification. Based on
this concern, we propose a novel method to filter out OOD
samples based on self-labeling and cross-modal matching
between images and labels. UASD [6] temporally accumulates the network predictions for self-distillation, and uses
a simple threshold on the largest prediction score to detect OOD samples. However, its detection of OOD data
is highly sensitive to the performance of the final classifier. Our proposed cross-modal matching strategy removes
the dependency on the outcome of the classifier by inferring whether the embedding of the input image is matched
to an assigned pseudo-label. It also helps detect ID samples
with incorrect pseudo labels (“hard” samples) that cannot
be handled by UASD. DS3L [12] introduces meta-learning
to suppress the weight of OOD samples. Instead of directly
filtering out OOD samples, [25] attempts to remove the distribution divergence between ID and OOD samples based
on style transfer, and then explore the OOD samples during
training via the unsupervised data augmentation [37]. The
distribution gap between ID and OOD samples is caused by
category difference. Style transfer can only change the style
of OOD images but not the semantic content. Hence, it remains difficult for style transfer technique to fully eliminate
the feature discrepancy between the ID and OOD samples.

Self-supervised Learning. Self-supervised learning is an
emerging technology which is widely considered to have
the potential to initialize CNN with powerful representation capacity. It cleverly designs pretext tasks, which can
be formulated using only unlabeled data but requiring highlevel semantic understanding. As a result, the intermediate
layers of convolutional neural networks trained for solving
these pretext tasks encode high-level semantic representation that can be universally applied to downstream tasks,
e.g., image classification. The most commonly-used pretext
tasks include transformation based regularization [9], patch
based jigsaw puzzle [27], relative location inference [7],
and rotation recognition [10], etc. [19] revisits these selfsupervised methods and provides comprehensive quantitative comparisons. Recently, Zhai et al. [41] proved that extra self-supervisions such as rotation recognition and transformation based regularization can benefit the classification
performance in semi-supervised image classification. However, it is under explored whether the performance gains
obtained by self-supervision will be exhausted by the inter-

3. Method
Similar to the SSL problem, the training dataset of the
open-set SSL problem contains a small subset of labeled

n=N
samples Dl = (xli , yil ) i=1 and a large subset of unlaM
beled samples Du = {xui }i=1 . Here, xli or xui represents
a labeled or unlabeled image. yil denotes the ground-truth
category of xli . Assuming that there are K target categories,
yil ∈ {1, · · · , K}. The ‘open-set’ setting indicates that there
exists OOD samples in the unlabeled training set. Namely,
xui may not belong to any one of the K target categories.
We assume that a single training batch is consisting of n labeled images and m unlabeled images. The overall framework of our method is illustrated in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Overall architecture of our proposed method for open-set semi-supervised classification. It is composed of a multitask framework, including a core category prediction branch, a rotation prediction branch for self-supervised feature learning,
and a cross-modal matching branch for filtering out OOD samples within unlabeled data.

3.1. K -way Category Prediction

and OOD samples, the rotation recognition is introduced as
an auxiliary task. In details, an extra 4-way rotation classification head consisting of 1 linear layer and 1 softmax function is attached to the backbone as shown in Figure 2. We
denote the calculation process of the rotation classification
head as hwr (·), where wr represents related parameters.
For every training image, four counterparts are generated
through rotating it by 0◦ , 90◦ , 180◦ and 270◦ , respectively.
We denote images generated via rotating xi by (j − 1) ∗ 90◦
as xi,j , and its rotation prediction as qi,j = hwr (gθ (xi,j )).
The following loss function is added during the training
stage,

A convolutional neural network is chosen as the backbone for extracting feature representations from input images. It is used to extract a 128-dimensional feature fi from
an input image xi , namely fi = gθ (xi ). θ represents the
network parameters, and gθ (·) denotes the calculation function of the backbone model. To obtain the prediction scores
for the K target categories, a linear and a softmax layer is
attached to the backbone, giving rise to a K-dimensional
class probability vector pi = hωc (fi ) = hωc (gθ (xi )). ωc
contains the weights and biases of the linear layer. During
training, cross entropy is used to regularize the class probability vectors of labeled images,

 \label {eq:rot} L_{rot}=-\frac {1}{4(n+m)}\sum _{i=1}^{n+m} \sum _{j=1}^4 \ln (q_{i,j}[j]). 
 \label {eq:sup} L_{ce}=-\frac {1}{n}\sum _{i=1}^n \ln (p_i^l[y_i^l]). 

This rotation prediction branch is critical to take advantage of large amounts of unlabed samples, especially OOD
samples, to improve the representation learning.

Here, pli [k] indicates the k-th element of pli which refers
to the predicted probability vector of xli . Inspired by [37],
the unsupervised consistency constraint is employed to pull
close the distances between the predictions of every sample
and its vicinal points. A strongly augmented counterpart x̃i
is synthesized for the training image xi . Denote the category prediction of xi and x̃i be pi and p̃i respectively. The
KL divergence is adopted to calculate the distance between
the two predictions, and the loss function of the consistency
constraint is as below,
  \label {eq:losskl} L_{cc}=\frac {1}{n+m}\sum _{i=1}^{n+m} \sum _{j=1}^K p_i[j]\ln (\frac {p_i[j]}{\tilde p_i[j]}). 

(3)

(1)

3.3. Cross-Modal Matching
In order to protect the learning of the K-way category
recognition task from being distorted by OOD samples, a
cross-modal matching branch is devised to purify unlabeled
samples. For an unlabeled sample xui , we assume the predicted probability vector be pui . The category having the
most confident probability value is allocated as the pseudo
label of xui , namely, ŷiu = arg maxj pui [j]. The target of the
cross-modal matching branch is trained to judge whether an
ID image and a label from the set of target categories are
matched. It can be used to identify out OOD samples since
they are not belonging to any of target categories, namely
they are not matched to any target category.

(2)

3.2. Self-Supervised Representation Enhancement
For the sake of enhancing the representation capacity of
the backbone with all training samples including both ID
4

Given a pair of an input sample x and a category label y,
we first extract a feature vector f = gθ (x) for x. y is transformed into a one hot vector which is subsequently transformed into a 128-dimensional embedding vector via a linear layer, e = gϕ (y). Afterwards, e and f are concatenated
and fed into a multi-layer perceptron consisting of a hidden
layer with 128-dimensional output followed by the ReLU
function and a linear layer attached with the Sigmoid function, giving rise to a matching score s(x, y) = hωm (f , e) =
hωm (gθ (x), gϕ (y)). The matching score s(x, y) measures
whether y is the correct category label of x. When training the cross-modal matching head, positive samples can be
easily collected from labeled images. Negative samples are
synthesized through making pairs of images and categories
which are not identical to the ground-truth label. For every
training image, negative training samples are constructed in
two manners: 1) Inspired by hard example mining [32], a
so-called hardest label which is different from the groundtruth but having the largest prediction score is chosen; 2)
The other relatively simple label is randomly selected from
the category set excluding the ground-truth label and the
mined hardest label. The following loss function is used for
training the cross-modal matching head,
Llcm = − n1

Pn

l
l
i=1 [ln(s(xi , yi ))

+ ln(1 −

branch is used to estimate the matching scores of all unlabeled samples and their pseudo labels inferred with the Kway category prediction branch. The Otsu algorithm [29] is
used to select the threshold for cleaning away samples with
relatively low matching scores w.r.t their pseudo labels.

3.4. Training Process
The training process consists of two stages. In the first
stage, we take a warm-up training stage for optimizing the
complete architecture with loss function L = Lce + Llcm +
Lrot . In the second stage, the cross-modal matching head is
used to periodically clean unlabeled samples. The consistency constraint (2) and entropy minimization (7) are added
to train the K-way category prediction branch and the crossmodal matching branch, respectively. The loss function of
this stage is L = Lce + Llcm + Lucm + Lrot + Lcc . In such
a manner, OOD samples are precluded after they are fully
exploited for feature enhancement in the first stage.

4. Experiments
4.1. Datasets
The following four public datasets are used to validate
the performance of open-set SSL algorithms.
CIFAR-10 [20] consists of 60,000 images of size 32 × 32
which belong to 10 categories. Following the original split,
10,000 images are used for testing. The same splits in [39]
are adopted for training and validating. The number of labeled training images varies in {250, 1,000, 4,000}.
Animals-10 which is obtained from Kaggle, contains
26,179 images of 10 animal categories. 500/1,000, 1,000
and 2,000 images are selected as labeled training, validating, and testing samples respectively. The remaining images are used as unlabeled samples.
CIFAR-100 has 100 classes and each class contains 600
images. We choose 25,000 images of the first 50 classes as
in-distribution samples, forming the CIFAR-ID-50 dataset.
They are split into 22,500 samples for training and 2,500
samples for validating. The number of labeled training images is 2,000 or 2,500.
TinyImageNet (TIN) [22] is composed of 120,000 images belonging to 200 classes. Similar to CIFAR-100,
27,500 images of the first 50 categories are regarded as indistribution samples, which are separated into 22,500 samples for training, 2,500 samples for validating, and 2,500
samples for testing. We name the above subset of TIN as
TIN-ID-50. In experiments below, 2,000/2,500 training images are selected as labeled samples.
The following inter-dataset and intra-dataset OOD settings are used in our experiments.
Inter-Dataset OOD Setting For the CIFAR-10 dataset, we
follow [39] to synthesize OOD samples. 10,000 images
are sampled from each of the TIN dataset, the Large-scale

s(xli , ȳil,h ))

+ ln(1 − s(xli , ȳil,s ))].

(4)

Here, ȳil,h and ȳil,s indicates the hardest and a relatively simple negative label, respectively,
ȳil,h

=

arg max pi [y],

ȳil,s

=

rand({y ∈ [1, K] | y ̸= yil ; y ̸= ȳil,h }). (6)

y̸=yil

(5)

Considering the labeled samples are limited in openset SSL, the unlabeled samples are employed to further
strengthen the cross-modal matching head with entropy
minimization [11],
m

Lucm

=

−

1 X
[s(xui , ŷiu ) ln(s(xui , ŷiu )) +
m i=1

(1 − s(xui , ŷiu )) ln(1 − s(xui , ŷiu )) +
s(xui , ȳiu ) ln(s(xui , ȳiu )) +
(1 − s(xui , ȳiu )) ln(1 − s(xui , ȳiu ))],

(7)

where, ȳiu = rand({y ∈ [1, K] | y ̸= ŷiu }).
Apart from identifying OOD samples, the other utility
of the cross-modal matching head is to preclude parts of
misclassified ID samples. This is essential to reduce the instability of training the core classification task, especially
when the classification performance of the model is still unfavorable in the early iterations. The cross-modal matching
5

TIN

Alg.
250
MixM 82.420.70
UDA 88.830.49
UASD 83.53
DS3L
MTCF 86.440.64
OTCT
Ours

1000
88.030.22
91.750.12
70.100.47
89.850.11
91.100.65

LSUN
4000

250

91.250.13 76.324.19
93.630.11 88.541.10
80.87
82.580.14
93.030.05 86.650.41
93.840.10
-

1000
87.030.41
91.120.31
69.740.08
90.190.47
91.300.36

Gaussian Noise
4000

250

91.180.33 75.763.49
93.250.12 88.930.73
82.890.69
92.910.03 87.340.13
94.270.21
-

1000
85.711.14
89.230.41
62.860.67
89.800.26
92.330.59

Uniform Noise
4000

250

91.510.35 72.900.96
92.350.18 88.690.93
80.440.01
92.530.08 85.540.11
94.520.07
-

1000

4000

84.491.06
89.740.42
62.891.65
89.870.08
91.820.04

90.470.38
92.740.35
80.590.03
92.830.04
94.500.13

91.520.11 93.260.14 94.710.06 91.130.21 94.430.10 94.970.10 90.810.12 93.630.06 94.380.12 89.950.18 94.120.14 94.830.15

Table 1: Comparisons with the conventional SSL and open-set SSL algorithms, including MixM (short for MixMatch) [2],
UDA [37], UASD [6] DS3L [12], MTCF [39], and OTCT [25], on variants of CIFAR-10 which are respectively corrupted
with two real-world OOD datasets (TIN and LSUN) and two synthetic OOD datasets (Gaussian Noise and Uniform Noise).
Accuracy (%) is used for evaluating algorithms. The subscript of the accuracy value indicates its standard deviation. 250,
1000, and 4000 labeled images are used for training respectively. We use the reported results of [39] for UASD and that of
[25] for DS3L and OTCT.
Scene Understanding (LSUN) dataset [38], Gaussian noise
dataset, and uniform noise dataset, forming into 4 OOD
settings. For the Animals-10 and CIFAR-ID-50 datasets,
10,000 images from TIN are used as OOD samples.
Intra-Dataset OOD Setting For CIFAR-ID-50, we select
100 images from each of the other 50 classes of CIFAR100 as OOD images. For TIN-ID-50, 50 images from each
of the other 150 classes of TIN are chosen as OOD images.

Method
MixMatch [2]
UDA [37]
MTCF [39]
MTCF+UDA
FixMatch [33]
Ours+UDA
Ours+FixMatch

4.2. Implementation details

CIFAR-ID-50

500

1000

2000

2500

78.35
83.30
73.50
79.85
89.06
87.86
89.43

83.15
84.74
75.83
85.60
91.00
89.70
91.50

62.10
64.34
63.22
65.20
68.98
71.58
72.06

64.78
66.65
65.10
67.30
72.92
73.19
73.80

Table 2: Accuracy (%) for Animals-10 and CIFAR-ID-50.
Images of TIN are used as OOD samples. On Animals-10
dataset, 500 or 1000 labeled images are used for training.
On CIFAR-ID-50 dataset, 2000 or 2500 labeled images are
used for training.

Existing methods including MixMatch [2], UDA [37]
FixMatch [33], UASD [6], DS3L [12], OTCT [25] and
MTCF [39], are used for comparison. For UDA, FixMatch
and our method, SGD is used to optimize network weights.
The learning rate is initially set to 0.03 and adjusted via
the cosine decay strategy [37, 33]. The momentum is set
to 0.9. In each training batch, n = 64, and m = 320.
For our method, the first stage costs 50,000 iterations, and
the second stage takes 200,000 iterations. Without specification, the cycle length of using the crossmodal matching
head to clean unlabeled data is 2 × 104 . For UDA and
FixMatch, models are trained with 250,000 iterations for
a fair comparison. When training MixMatch and MTCF,
we follow the original settings of [39] in which models are
trained with 1,024 epochs, and each epoch contains 1,024
iterations. During the training stage, network weights are
saved every 1,000 iterations. The averaged classification
accuracy of the last 20 copies is used to evaluate the performance of all methods. For all experiments, we use the
Wide-ResNet28-2 [40] as the backbone model.

Method
MixMatch [2]
UDA [37]
MTCF [39]
MTCF+UDA
FixMatch [33]
Ours+UDA
Ours+FixMatch

CIFAR-ID-50

TIN-ID-50

2000

2500

2000

2500

60.20
66.02
63.48
60.06
68.06
67.36
68.65

66.17
67.82
65.38
63.08
71.01
69.14
73.14

48.12
54.03
49.64
47.32
56.82
54.87
57.48

50.52
55.39
52.08
51.20
60.33
57.08
62.64

Table 3: Accuracy (%) for CIFAR-ID-50 and TIN-ID-50
under the intra-dataset OOD setting. On both datasets, 2000
or 2500 labeled images are used for training.
(Table 2), and CIFAR-ID-50 (Table 2) are used to validate
the classification performance under the inter-dataset OOD
setting. For all inter-dataset OOD settings of CIFAR-10,
our method surpasses all compared methods by significant
margins. As shown in Table 1, when 250 labeled images
are provided and images of TIN are used as OOD samples,

4.3. Experimental Results
4.3.1

Animals-10

Comparison with Other Methods

Inter-Dataset OOD Setting As introduced in Section 4.1,
three datasets including CIFAR-10 (Table 1), Animals-10
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ID

OOD

ODIN

SUF

MTCF

Ours

CIFAR-10
Animals-10
CIFAR-ID-50
CIFAR-ID-50
TIN-ID-50

LSUN
TIN
TIN
CIFAR-50
TIN-150

98.47
76.35
88.82
69.47
59.83

99.03
90.01
97.98
72.32
65.59

99.82
92.59
98.17
69.75
63.92

99.98
93.51
99.85
74.13
65.67

Table 4: The comparison of our method against ODIN [24],
SUF [23], and MTCF [39] on the task of OOD detection.
The evaluation metric is AUROC(%). ODIN and SUF are
implemented based on the classifier model learnt by UDA.
For CIFAR-10 and Animals-10, 250 labels and 500 labels
are used during training respectively. For other datasets,
2500 labels are used during training.

Figure 3: Impact of different number of OOD samples on
baselines and our approach.
our method achieves an average accuracy of 91.52% which
is 5.08% and 3.69% higher than MTCF and UDA, respectively. Compared with two synthetic noise OOD datasets,
the rich semantic information of real-world datasets is beneficial to our proposed method. For instance, the accuracy
of our method achieves 91.13% on the LSUN OOD setting,
which is 1.28% higher than the accuracy on the uniform
noise OOD setting.
Table 2 reports the results of Animals-10 and CIFAR-ID50 under the inter-dataset OOD setting in which images of
TIN are added as OOD samples. Our method is capable of
improving existing SSL methods, e.g. UDA and FixMatch,
and performs much better than MTCF.
We further study the impact of the number of OOD samples on SSL and open-set SSL algorithms. In this experiment, we use CIFAR-10 as the ID dataset and LSUN as the
OOD dataset. The number of OOD samples varies from 0
to 4 × 104 . 25 labeled samples are provided for each class
The results are presented in Figure 3. Our method achieves
better performance with even more OOD samples, and consistently outperforms all the other methods in all settings.

1000-th iteration

19000-th iteration

28000-th iteration

Figure 4: Visualization of the matching scores in different iterations. The number of samples are showcased in
logarithmic coordinates (vertical axis) with base of 10.
‘Positive ID’/‘Negative ID’ means ID samples having correct/incorrect classification results. The threshold value obtained via OTSU is indicated by the dashed vertical line.
(e.g. CIFAR-ID-50 in Table 2) or even causes severe performance degradation (e.g. both datasets in Table 3) to UDA.
OOD Detection Performance In Table 4, we compare
our method against ODIN [24], Mahalanobis [23] and
MTCF [39] under extensive combinations of ID and OOD
datasets, to validate the efficacy of the cross-modal matching branch in detecting OOD images. In our method, the
matching score of an image and its pseudo label is regarded
as the probability value of the image belonging to ID samples. The area under the receiver operating characteristic
(AUROC) is used to measure the performance of OOD detection algorithms. Our method outperforms ODIN, Mahalanobis and MTCF under all settings.

Intra-Dataset OOD Setting The CIFAR-ID-50 and TINID-50 datasets are adopted in this experiment. Images of the
same dataset but having categories different from those ID
categories are regarded as OOD samples. The experimental results are shown in Table 3. Our method consistently
performs better than other methods.
We try to modify MTCF [39] via using UDA [37] for
semi-supervised learning, which forms a new open-set SSL
algorithm denoted by ‘UDA+MTCF’. In MTCF, the learning of the target category classifier is in conflict with the
learning of the binary OOD classifier, thus the features
learned by MTCF is not discriminative enough. Meanwhile,
UDA depends on the label propagation from the weakly
augmented image to the strongly augmented counterpart,
which is sensitive to a confused feature space. The incorporation of MTCF only brings marginal improvement

4.3.2

Ablation Study

We carry out an extensive ablation study on the CIFAR-10
and CIFAR-ID-50 to tease apart the experimental factors
that are most important to the success of our method, as
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M-# Settings

tion scores lower than the OTSU threshold . The resulted
method (M-5) achieves the accuracy of 90.81% and 71.16%
on CIFAR10 and CIFAR-ID-50 respectively, which is much
inferior to that of our method. This indicates the superiority
of the proposed cross-modal matching based filtering to the
confidence-based thresholding, since the former can simultaneously implement the OOD sample filtering and promote
the discrimination between features of different categories.

CIFAR-10 CIFAR-ID-50

1
2
3
4

Supervised
Supervised+SS
UDA
UDA+SS

39.66
75.69
88.83
90.69

53.18
59.82
64.78
70.10

5
6
7
8

UDA+SS+CT
UDA+SS+CMF-w/o-Lucm
UDA+SS+CMF-w/o-WU
UDA+SS+CMF-full

90.81
91.09
89.45
91.52

71.16
72.38
71.81
73.19

Efficacy of Warming Up Stage The warm-up stage plays a
crucial role in fully leveraging all ID and OOD samples for
representation learning, providing a decent initialization for
the K-way category prediction and the cross-modal matching tasks. Without the warm-up stage (M-7 in Table 5), the
classification accuracy is reduced by 2.07% and 1.38% on
CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-ID-50, respectively.

Table 5: Ablation Study on CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-ID50. TIN is chosen as the OOD dataset. 250 and 2500
labeled images are for CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-ID-50, respectively. Abbreviations: unsupervised data augmentation (UDA) [37], crossmodal matching based filtering
(CMF), self-supervision based on rotation recognition (SS),
warming-up (WU), confidence-based thresholding (CT).

4.3.3
shown in Table 5.

Justification of Cross-modal Matching

The performance of the cross-modal matching in identifying OOD samples and misclassified ID samples at different training iterations is visualized in Figure 4. The
cross-modal matching head can effectively separate correctly classified samples from OOD samples, throughout
the training process. In early iterations, the head is capable of precluding most of the misclassified samples. This
helps prevent these misclassified samples from misleading
the optimization process. As the iteration progresses, the
core classifier gradually becomes better and the number of
correctly classified samples continues to increase.

Self-supervised Learning in Open-set SSL M-2 and M4 in Table 5 represent the variant of the simple supervised
learning and UDA respectively, which employs rotation
recognition as the auxiliary task. The accuracy of M-2 and
M-4 on CIFAR-ID-50 is 5.32% and 6.64% higher than that
of M-1 and M-3 respectively. This indicates that the feature enhancement brought by the rotation recognition task
can significantly improve the classification accuracy. This
is the first time to prove that self-supervised representation
learning based on rotation recognition is effective in openset SSL. We have tried other self-supervised learning methods, like SimCLR [4] and MoCo [14], and empirically find
that they perform much worse than the rotation prediction
approach. Both SimCLR and MoCo strive to distinguish the
features of different samples while our task requires samples of the same class to stay closer in the feature space.
The conflicting goals make them unsuitable for our task.

5. Conclusions
In this paper, we propose a novel framework for open-set
SSL which can harvest the OOD samples for enhanced feature learning while avoiding its adverse impact on the SSL
training. Our key insight is that OOD samples, if exploited
in a pretext task of rotation recognition, can be “treasures”
for learning more discriminative features that can benefit the
final classification task. After the value of OOD samples in
representation learning has been explored, the cross-modal
matching branch is further utilized to filter out OOD samples without causing much interference to the core category
prediction task. Our proposed method can be easily integrated into existing SSL algorithms, and achieves state-ofthe-art in open-set SSL on extensive public benchmarks.

Different Variants of OOD Sample Filtering The full version of our method (M-8 in Table 5) outperforms M-4 without cross-modal matching head by 3.09% and 0.83% on
CIFAR-ID-50 and CIFAR-10 respectively. This validates
that our proposed OOD sample filtering algorithm based on
cross-modal matching is complementary to self-supervised
learning, and it further benefits the classification performance of in-distribution categories. On the other hand,
merely using the supervised loss function (4) to train the
cross-modal matching branch (M-6) leads to performance
degradation to a certain extent. The accuracy on CIFAR-ID50 is decreased by 0.81%, compared to the results of M-8
in which both function (4) and (7) are adopted for training. We also attempt to replace the cross-modal matching based filtering with the confidence-based thresholding
via precluding unlabeled samples with maximum predic-
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